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Interim Results 2021

29 July 2021

Core businesses returned. 

Strong first six months.

Excellent M&A.



This presentation contains statements that are, or may be, forward-looking regarding the group's
financial position and results, business strategy, plans and objectives. Such statements involve risk
and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances and there are accordingly a
number of factors which might cause actual results and performance to differ materially from those
expressed or implied by such statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they
are made and no representation or warranty, whether expressed or implied, is given in relation to
them, including as to their completeness or accuracy or the basis on which they were prepared. Other
than in accordance with the Company’s legal or regulatory obligations (including under the Listing
Rules and the Disclosure and Transparency Rules), the Company does not undertake any obligation to
update or revise publicly any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise. Information contained in this announcement relating to the Company or its share
price, or the yield on its shares, should not be relied upon as an indicator of future performance.
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast.
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H1 2021: Highlights
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Core Businesses Returned
All core businesses returned to growth in H1.

Ongoing Revenue growth in H1 – Pest Control +18.7%, core Hygiene +9.3%. Lapping Covid-impacted Q2 2020.
Temporary lockdown of customer premises down to c.1% in Pest Control (US: 0.15%).

Operating model performing strongly - people, service, growth, returns, ESG.
Strong innovation performance - PestConnect up 32% to over 200,000 units.

Executing our strategy



H1 2021: Highlights
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Strong Growth Performance in H1

Ongoing Revenue Growth in H1 +18.3% to £1,512.5m (CER).
Ongoing Operating Profit +55.4%. 

Excellent Free Cash Flow of £222.0m in H1 (151% conversion).
Group Organic Growth of 11.7% in H1 2021: Pest Control 8.5%, Hygiene 9.0%.

Customer collections remain strong, no material escalation in bad debts or insolvencies.

18.3% 55.4% 151%



H1 2021: Highlights
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£147.7m

Excellent M&A delivery - ahead of target

24 acquisitions in H1 including 17 deals in Q2.  21 in Pest Control.
In addition, agreement with Boecker – outstanding pest control company in the Middle East.

Annualised revenues of £147.7m including Boecker and EPS* 
Upweighting full year M&A spend target from c. £400m to £450m-£500m.

* Includes the acquisition of EPS with £64m revenues, completed 31/12/20 but paid in H1 2021. Actual cash spend in H1 against current and prior-year acquisitions was £261.1m. 
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Financial Highlights
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*Ongoing Revenue and Ongoing Operating Profit exclude the results of disposed businesses.                  
Ongoing Operating Profit and Adjusted profit before tax exclude certain items that could distort the underlying trading performance.

Revenue 

£1,512.5m

+18.3%, demonstrating 

recovery of our core 

businesses 

Profit

£215.9m

Cash

£222.0m
Representing cash 

conversion of 151% 

+55.4%, reflecting growth 

in all categories & regions 

Dividend

2.09p 

Based on strength of 

performance in H1 and 

outlook for H2   

Net Debt

/EBITDA

1.67x

Following acquisition 

spend and payment of 

2020 final dividend

H1 2021

£ million

AER CER
Δ

AER
Δ

CER

Ongoing Revenue1 1,458.3 1,512.5 13.6% 18.3%

Revenue 1,462.7 1,517.0 13.3% 18.0%

Ongoing Operating Profit1,2 208.4 215.9 50.1% 55.4%

Adjusted Operating Profit2 208.6 216.1 50.1% 55.3%

Adjusted profit before tax2 194.0 201.2 54.5% 60.0%

Profit before tax 148.8 154.0 141.2% 146.4%

Free Cash Flow 222.0

Adjusted EPS 8.31p 8.66p 56.7% 61.5%

EPS 6.42p 6.69p 153.1% 161.4%



North America

Group Revenue: 46% Group Profit: 41%
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Our best performing region in H1.

H1 2021 Growth    

Ongoing Revenue £694.1m +29.8%

Organic Revenue Growth +15.5%

Ongoing Operating Profit £107.4m +54.6%

Net Operating Margin 15.5% + 250 bps

Q1 Q2 Q1 % change Q2 % change

£332.6m £361.5m 39.4% 22.1%

Quarterly revenue progression  

Overview of performance in H1  

Total Pest Control revenue growth of 24.8%, with Pest Services 
+20.6%, reflecting good demand from both Commercial and 
Residential customers:

• Commercial Pest +23.2%  

• Residential Pest +27.8% 

Revenues from one-time disinfection sales of £64.3m 

54.6% growth in Ongoing Operating Profit at £107.4m, reflecting 
revenue growth from all businesses and disinfection sales

250 basis points improvement in Net Operating Margins to 15.5% 

Seven acquisitions in H1 with combined annualised revenues of 
c.£29m in the year prior to purchase



North America cont’d 
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An excellent performance in H1. 

All numbers at CER

Overview of regional impact from COVID-19 in H1

Revenue growth driven by recovery in all businesses and return 
to more normalised trading patterns:

• Residential Pest benefiting from continuation of work from 
home business environment and contribution from EPS, 
acquired December 2020

• Commercial Pest aided by good volumes of work across most 
markets, including recovering hotels and travel sectors

• Distribution reflecting recovery of Pest Services sector and 
high demand for lawn, golf and turf products

• Hygiene sales focus directed towards hand and air 
disinfection products and services 

• Return to growth in Brand Standards and Ambius

Terminations, pricing and labour environment 

• Little change in termination rates, which remain within 
normal ranges

• Customer retention in line with 2019; further improvements 
anticipated in H2

• Some inflationary pressures on cost base, but passed on 
through annual price increases (APIs), in line with normal 
policy

• Some signs of potential wage pressures, but no material 
impact to date 

• Overall colleague retention has trended down by a couple of 
percentage points on pre-COVID levels as new employees 
who joined the business at the height of the pandemic in 
2020 leave to seek preferred employment



North America cont’d
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Update on progress towards 18% margins and IT re-platforming programme 

Revenue & margin performance Progress on IT re-platforming programme 

• Total revenues +29.8%, reflecting return to growth of all 
businesses (Pest Control, Distribution, Ambius and Brand 
Standards)  

• Pest Services +20.6%, reflecting continued strong demand from 
Residential customers and solid recovery in Commercial Pest 

• £64.3m revenue contribution from disinfection services  

• Continued strength of M&A: 

➢ EPS performing  strongly – we are benefitting from its 
residential concentration in important markets of 
Florida, Georgia and North Carolina

➢ Seven new businesses acquired in H1 with annualised 
revenues in year prior to purchase of c.29m 

• 250 bps improvement in margins to 15.5% ,reflecting return to 
more normal levels of growth from core operations, 
contribution from disinfection, 2020 cost savings and benefits 
of IT and Best of Breed Programme 

• IT re-platforming programme proceeding well and to plan: 

➢ West region migrated onto the new service planning 
and management system at the end of 2020

➢ Southeast and Central operations underway 

➢ Operations in our biggest region, the Northeast, to be 
transferred towards the end of 2021 

• Good progress to date: 

➢ Encouraging improvements in our customer service, 
field service and sales productivity 

➢ Better management of payments 

On track to achieve 16.5% to 17% margins for FY 2021, 18% margins by the end of 2022. 

All numbers at CER



North America cont’d
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IT re-platforming programme focused on 
delivering a standard modern technology 
platform to support efficient and unified 
operating model across the business.

Having  data and operations in one place 
delivers cost benefits through reduced back -
office costs and more effective management.

Modern cloud platform also critically allows 
deployment of Group applications across  
North America, in key areas of service, sales 
and customer communications.

Acquisitions migrated at pace to the platform 
to achieve planned benefits of business 
consolidation.  

Cost savings benefits associated with standard 
operating procedures will flow through on 
project completion.

2019 2020 2021

All data in Google Cloud Platform

Standard operating system

RI Territory Management Tool

RI Service Scheduling Tool

RI Website (v4)

MyRentokil Customer Portal

e-Bill / e-Pay solution

PestConnect connected devices

RI Sales Prospect Management

RI Sales Price, Quote, Contract
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STATUS

COMPLETE

ON TRACK

ON TRACK

COMPLETE

ON TRACK

ON TRACK

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

COMPLETE

ON TRACK

RI Smartphone Service App 100%50%COMPLETE

Significant progress on IT re-platforming and applications deployment in H1 

Core programme on track to complete by the end of 2021. 

Initiatives completing in 2021 will have greatest impact on margins from 2022. 

Acquisitions ON TRACK

M
&

A

2022

50%

90%



Europe
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Financial performance in H1   

Revenue growth +9.5%, reflecting performance improvements in 
France (+11.3%), southern Europe (+10.7%), Germany (+6.2%) and 
Latin America (+17.4%)

Pest Control revenues +10.1%, Hygiene (excl. disinfection) +10.6%

40.0% growth in Ongoing Operating Profit (France +234%, 
Germany +7.9%, southern Europe +54.7% and Latin America 
+51.3%) 

Revenues from disinfection of £20.0m 

380 basis points improvement in Net Operating Margins to 17.6%

Nine acquisitions in H1 – seven in Europe and two in Latin America 
- with annualised revenues of c.£12m in the year prior to purchase

A steadily improving performance in H1.  Further recovery expected in Q3.  

All numbers at CER

H1 2021 Growth    

Ongoing Revenue £360.9m +9.5%

Organic Revenue Growth +7.6%

Ongoing Operating Profit £63.5m +40.0%

Net Operating Margin 17.6% +380  bps

Q1 Q2 Q1 % change Q2 % change

£178.2m £182.7m 3.3% 16.4%

Quarterly revenue progression  

Group Revenue: 24% Group Profit: 24%
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Impact of market conditions on trading in H1  
• Mixed conditions, with continued lockdowns impacting 

customer re-openings and service frequency, especially core 
Hygiene 

• Pest Control revenues growing well, but stronger recovery held 
back by lockdowns and cool weather in Q2 delaying start to 
flying insect season 

• Hygiene benefitting from recovery of core service provision but 
impacted by delays in larger countries and FM customer 
caution on consumables volumes 

• Improving performance in France Workwear as HORECA sector 
restrictions ease, but as-used volumes behind pre-COVID levels

• Return to growth of Ambius business in Q2

Terminations, pricing and labour environment 

• No evidence of increased customer insolvencies across 
Europe and Latin America, currently below 2019 rates 

• APIs in line with normal pricing policy in Pest Control and 
Workwear, but lagging in Hygiene due to variable demand 
for consumables included with Hygiene contracts

• Sales and service colleague retention rates continues to be 
high across the region at mid-90% levels, with both service 
and sales colleague retention slightly ahead of 2019

Trading returning to more normal levels.  Recovery around six weeks behind UK & Ireland. 

All numbers at CER

Europe cont’d



UK & Rest of World
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Strong UK performance reflecting improving market conditions and acceleration of               

growth initiatives. 

All numbers at CER

Financial performance in H1 

Revenues +11.2% (+10.6% Organic): 

➢ UK and Ireland Pest Control and Hygiene (excl. disinfection) 
+5.2% and +14.7% 

➢ ROW Pest and Hygiene operations (excl. disinfection) +10.9% 
and +1.3% 

Regional Ongoing Operating Profit +50.8% in H1, reflecting higher 
revenues

650 basis points increase in Net Operating Margins to 24.9%

Effective from 2 August, transaction with Boecker, a leading pest 
control and environmental health business in the Middle East, 
operating across the UAE, KSA, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Nigeria 
and Qatar, with acquired annualised revenues in the year prior to 
purchase of c.£37m

H1 2021 Growth    

Ongoing Revenue £235.8m +11.2%

Organic Revenue Growth +10.6%

Ongoing Operating Profit £58.7m +50.8%

Net Operating Margin 24.9% +650  bps

Q1 Q2 Q1 % change Q2 % change

£112.0m £123.8m (3.8%) 29.6%

Quarterly revenue progression  

Group Revenue: 16% Group Profit: 22%



UK & Rest of World cont’d
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A strong rebound in performance from UK operations. ROW still impacted by country lockdowns.  

Impact of market conditions on trading in H1 

• A strong rebound in the UK as restrictions ease

• Rest of World operations performing resiliently despite 
continued country lockdowns

• Acceleration of service differentiation, innovation, digital 
marketing and technology-enabled business and cost 
programmes contributing strongly to UK growth 

• Encouraging performance from all Pest and Hygiene 
operations  

• UK Property Care back to growth, benefiting from 
strength in UK residential housing and signs of recovery 
in commercial property market

• Good performance in Ambius in Q2, aided by easing 
restrictions; demand still dampened by ongoing closures 
of major office spaces

All numbers at CER

Terminations, pricing and labour environment 

• Strong cash performance in H1; no significant escalation in 
bad debt or customer insolvencies

• Some inflationary increases on both wages and certain 
products used, but mitigated through service restructures 
and price increases

• Strong rebound in UK employment market in Q2 leading to 
competitive jobs market

• Recruitment and colleague retention in line with pre-
pandemic levels, reflecting strength and reputation of our 
recruitment model and training programmes



Asia 
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Significant country differences across Asia, but overall a robust performance in H1 2021. 

All numbers at CER

Financial performance in H1 

7.4% growth in regional Ongoing Revenue, +7.1% Organic

Ongoing Operating Profit +14.6%, reflecting higher revenues

70 basis points improvement in Net Operating Margins to 10.8%

One small Pest Control acquisition in Singapore with annualised 
revenues in the year prior to purchase of c.£0.6m

H1 2021 Growth    

Ongoing Revenue £125.0m +7.4%

Organic Revenue Growth +7.1%

Ongoing Operating Profit £13.5m +14.6%

Net Operating Margin 10.8% +70  bps

Q1 Q2 Q1 % change Q2 % change

£63.1m £61.9m 2.1% 13.2%

Quarterly revenue progression  

Group Revenue: 8% Group Profit: 5%



Asia cont’d
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Improving performance but recovery held back by rising COVID cases in India,  Malaysia and 

Indonesia

Impact of market conditions on trading in H1 

Improving regional performance but real recovery held 
back by rising COVID cases in key markets of Malaysia and 
Indonesia

Stronger performance from those countries seeing higher 
vaccination rates, notably China 

Pest Control and Hygiene continue to be impacted by the 
pandemic, however disinfection is providing a hedge to 
core service provision disruption 

Good sales of VIRUSKILLER air purification units, 
particularly Hong Kong and Singapore

All numbers at CER

Terminations, pricing and labour environment 

• No escalation in bad debts and customer insolvencies in H1

• Straightforward APIs for customers trading well, although 
more difficult to pass on for  customers experiencing 
ongoing challenging conditions 

• Colleague retention has remained high in H1 at just under 
90%, with both service and sales colleague retention 
trending ahead of pre-COVID levels



Pacific
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Strong demand for Pest Control in H1, core Hygiene recovering well. 

H1 2021 Growth    

Ongoing Revenue £96.7m +12.9%

Organic Revenue Growth +11.8%

Ongoing Operating Profit £19.9m +23.9%

Net Operating Margin 20.6% +180  bps

Q1 Q2 Q1 % change Q2 % change

£48.3m £48.4m 3.0% 24.8%

Quarterly revenue progression  

Financial performance in H1

12.9% growth in regional Ongoing Revenue, +11.8% Organic

11.3% growth in Pest Control, 14.0% growth in Hygiene (excl. 
disinfection) and +7.3% in Ambius

Regional Ongoing Operating Profit growth of 23.9% 

180 basis points improvement in Net Operating Margins to 20.6%

Three small Pest Control and two Hygiene acquisitions in Australia 
in H1 with annualised revenues in the year prior to purchase of 
c.£3.0m

Group Revenue: 6% Group Profit: 8%



Pacific cont’d 
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Good recovery of our core businesses in Australia and New Zealand.  

Impact of market conditions on trading in H1 

Good recovery in Pest and Hygiene in Australia and NZ 

Fiji impacted by suspension of all international and domestic 
flights and associated impact on tourism

Nominal disinfection sales in Australia and NZ reflecting 
successful containment of COVID-19 in 2020 and despite 
intermittent lockdowns in 2021 

Strong demand for Residential, Commercial, birds and 
fumigation pest control; no material impact on performance 
from mouse plague in NSW 

Core Hygiene service provision recovering well, aided by 
increased demand for hand hygiene products and services 

Ambius benefiting from employee return to the office 

All numbers at CER

Terminations, pricing and labour environment 

• Minimal bad debt from suspended portfolio customers; 
no spikes in insolvencies

• Customer retention slightly ahead of expectations

• Some wage inflation pressure amid rising demand for 
labour at all levels but mitigated through standard APIs

• Overall colleague retention broadly similar to 2019 levels



£ million H1 2021 H1 2020

Adjusted Operating Profit 208.6 139.0

One-off items – Operating (10.9) 4.5

Depreciation 108.1 109.3

Other1 3.6 (3.2)

EBITDA 309.4 249.6

Working capital 63.6 19.1

Movement on provisions (1.9) 1.8

Capex - additions (111.4) (102.3)

Capex - disposals 1.6 5.0

Operating Cash Flow – continuing operations 261.3 173.2

1 Profit on sale of fixed assets, IFRS 2, dividend from associate, etc.

Operating Cash Flow
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@AER

Operating cash flow (£261.3m at 
AER for continuing operations) was 
£88.1m higher than in H1 2020, 
driven by a £69.6m increase in 
Adjusted Operating Profit and a 
£44.5m improvement in working 
capital. 



Free Cash Flow & Movement in Net Debt 
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Interest payments £1.9m lower than in prior 
year.  Cash tax payments of £25.0m, up 
£11.5m on H1 2020.  H1 2020 tax payments 
abnormally low due to various deferred tax 
payments during the early part of the 
COVID-19 crisis which were paid in the 
second half of 2020. 

Free Cash Flow delivery of £222.0m (H1 
2020: £143.5m)

Cash spend on acquisitions of £261.1m and 
dividend payments of £100.0m have led to 
an underlying increase in net debt of 
£139.1m.  Favourable FX translation and 
other items of £18.9m is primarily due to 
the strengthening of sterling against the 
Euro and Dollar.  Overall this has led to an 
increase in net debt of £120.2m and closing 
net debt of £1,114.5m. 

£ million H1 2021 H12020

Operating Cash Flow – continuing 261.3 173.2

Cash interest (14.3) (16.2)

Cash tax (25.0) (13.5)

Free Cash Flow – continuing 222.0 143.5

Acquisitions (261.1) (50.3)

Disposals - 2.0

Dividends (100.0) -

Underlying (decrease)/increase in Net Debt (139.1) 95.2

FX and other 18.9 (124.2)

Increase in Net Debt (120.2) (29.0)

Opening Net Debt (994.3) (1,073.0)

Closing Net Debt (1,114.5) (1,102.0)

@AER



Balance Sheet
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Balance Sheet 

• Net debt at 31 June 2021 of £1,114.5m    

• On 11 June 2021, notice was given to bond holders under the 
€350m bond due 7 October 2021 that the Group would repay the 
remaining €175m outstanding on 7 July 2021 using its par call 
option

• This repayment was funded using proceeds from the €600m bond 
issued in October 2020

• Liquidity headroom in excess of £1.0bn at 30 June 2021, including 
£550m of undrawn RCF, with a maturity date of August 2025

• Net debt to EBITDA ratio 1.67x at 30 June 2021, following 
settlement of EPS acquisition in January, additional acquisition 
spend and payment of 2020 final dividend 

• Group commitment to maintaining BBB investment grade 0



Technical guidance for 2021
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• Medium-term growth targets unchanged:  

➢ Ongoing Revenue growth target 5% to 8% (3% to 4% Organic), Ongoing Operating Profit growth c.10%, Free Cash Flow 
conversion c.90% 

• Restructuring costs c.£10m 

• Central and regional overheads £10m to £15m lower than 2020, principally reflecting non-repeat of pandemic-related 
charges in 2020 

• P&L interest costs c.£37m, cash interest costs c.£36m (both at AER) 

• Estimated Adjusted Effective Tax Rate of between 21% and 22%  

• Share of Profits from Associates in line with 2020, dividend from Japanese associate of c.£8m

• Negative impact of FX remains within the range of £15m to £20m (no change to previous guidance)

• Working capital guidance now expected to be neutral to slight inflow, based on strong cash performance in H1 (updated from 
previous guidance in March of up to £30m outflows)

• Capex of £250m to £270m, £20m lower than previous guidance driven by difficulties in obtaining vehicles due to global 
supply issues

• Cash interest c.£36m, reflecting better cash generation in H1 and favourable FX; cash tax payments £65m to £75m

• M&A spend now expected to be in region of £450m to £500m (including consideration paid for EPS in January 2021)

P&L

Cash Flow 



Outlook for H2 

• We expect our Pest Control, Hygiene and Protect & Enhance categories 
to demonstrate further operational and financial progress in H2 2021.

• Disinfection services are expected to progressively unwind in quarters 
3 and 4, contributing £10m to £20m in H2, to give a total of between 
£110m to £120m for the year.   

• FX continues to have an impact on the presentation of our financial 
performance and remains volatile, with sterling strengthening versus 
the Euro and US dollar. 

• At current rates, this would have an estimated £15m to £20m negative 
impact on 2021 profits (no change to previous guidance).

25

We are confident of further progress in H2.  Assuming trading conditions around the world continue to improve and 

are not significantly impacted by rising cases of new COVID-19 variants, we anticipate mid-single digit organic 

growth in our core businesses for 2021 and, despite the anticipated tapering off in disinfection presenting more 

challenging comps in H2, we expect market consensus for 2021 adjusted profit before tax to increase by around 

£10m to £15m.



H1 Summary 
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• Ongoing Revenue, Ongoing Operating Profit and cash conversion significantly 
ahead of medium-term growth targets

• H1 core category revenues boosted by additional £98.3m revenues from 
disinfection; £10m to £20m revenues expected in H2   

• Customer collections remain strong, no material escalation in bad debts or 
major insolvencies 

• Group Annual Price Increases trending in line with normal  pricing policy 

• Liquidity headroom in excess of £1.0bn at 30 June 2021, including £550m of 
undrawn RCF 

• Excellent M&A in H1.  Targeted spend on M&A in 2021 now expected to be in 
region of £450m to £500m  

• Interim dividend of 2.09p, reflecting strength of performance in H1 and 
confidence for H2

An excellent financial performance in H1 and clear demonstration of the recovery of 

our core businesses.
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Operating Model
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Strong performance in H1

In the first half of 2021 the operating model ran 
smoothly with a strong people performance 
(excellent safety, high levels of training and new 
diversity programme), supporting high levels of 
service and the return of our core businesses.

Customer collections remain strong, no material 
escalation in bad debts or insolvencies - better 
than expected in H1.

Full year dividend resumed at AGM in May and 
Interim dividend increased by 38% for H1 2021    
vs H1 2019.

In July, head office colleagues returned to a 
combined, single HQ in Crawley.

Strong engagement with ESG agenda from 
colleagues with country-level environment plans 
obtaining great traction.

Additional services
to customers

Health
& Safety

Density

Great
service

Low-cost model

Organic
Revenue
growth

Price

Employer 
of Choice

Customer
retention

New
Business

M&A

Profit
growth

Cash

Shareholder
value

Dividend

Impact 
on society

Innovation 
& Digital

Huge commitment during the 
pandemic. Recruitment 
market is competitive but 
being successfully managed.

Bad debt 
better than 
expected in H1

M&A market 
remains 
strong

Dividend 
increased.

Industry leading 
ESG. Increasingly 
important to 
customers.

Pricing environment slightly 
better than expected.

2021
Operational 

Model.
Running at pace.

Core businesses  
returned and 
delivering growth



Employer of Choice - Safety
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Excellent performance during 2020 maintained in H1

Strong progress continuing across the Group.

World Class:
Lost Time Accidents

H1 2019: 0.58

H1 2021: 0.36

World Class:
Working Days Lost

H1 2019: 11.54

H1 2021:  8.33

28%

improvement

improvement

35% 

Use of technology to drive safety standards

Several technologies in place to drive higher standards.

New App to deliver consistent Site Risk Assessment (SRA) – enables 
colleagues to identify safety issues in the areas we enter on customer sites.  
Global deployment underway - live in 18 countries in H1:

● Philippines Pest in H1 - 22,000 SRAs completed, zero LTAs and 

associated working days lost.

● Asia Pest in H1 - 470,000 SRAs, just 3 LTAs on customer sites.

New App to control fumigation process - from fumigant delivery to gas 

clearance upon completion - ensures compliance, traceability and more 

efficient process.  Deployed in Latin America and used on 1,304 jobs in H1 -

full process compliance achieved.



Recruitment market is very competitive - fuelled 

by lockdowns easing and candidate shortages  

(continued government support in place).

Colleague retention remains high 

87% in June (12-month rolling basis) in line with historical averages.

75% of RI recruitment is in US and Asia:

North America ‘Days to Fill’ 22% reduction in hiring time since January.

Sustained performance on recruitment is an aggregation of a 

number of focused actions:

Including improved recruitment processes, traffic to career portal up +300% year on 
year, a strong employer brand, effective leveraging of recruitment technology.

New Career+ job referral platform – 20,000 role ‘shares’:

Live in Asia, the UK and America. In Asia markets, up to 92% of new hires in June 
were filled with referrals - 40% reduction in average time to hire. 

Employer of Choice - Recruitment 
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Market-leading recruitment practices sustaining our performance

Maintaining our ability to hire people and speed to hire.

“UK’s most active graduate recruiter”
Source: Indeed, May 2021

Ranking Employer

1 Rentokil Initial

2 Enterprise

3 Rsm

4 Arm

5 Aviva

6 PwC

Despite this challenging environment, 

there are still some employers actively 

seeking graduates, with the global hygiene 

firm Rentokil Initial the UK’s most active 

recruiter of university leavers.



Employer of Choice - Diversity
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Building on our strengths

Part of our commitment to be a world-class Employer of Choice.

Diverse culture across the company
No gender pay gap.
2021 Hampton-Alexander review placed RI as 7th for Board gender diversity. 
Senior management (c.80 colleagues) – 30% female (2019: 28%).

H1 colleague survey: “Are there equal opportunities for people to have a 
successful career at this company?” - 3pts above the world-class High 
Performance Norm of leading companies.

New Diversity, Equality & Inclusion programme
c. 2,000 managers undertaking new DE&I programme. 
Upskilling our managers - to ensure they are equipped to build and maintain 
a diverse and inclusive workplace.
Combining virtual classroom sessions and e-learning focused on creating an inclusive 
culture and removing bias.
Kicked off in North America in H1 - excellent feedback. 



65% of the consumers post pandemic are attracted 

to doing business with brands that are environment-

friendly, provide “green” credentials for 

products/services - versus 29% pre-pandemic.*

Supporting new business:

Increasing requests about sustainability from customers / potential new customers as 
part of tender submissions - continuing to differentiate RI.

Environment plan in action – 8 workstreams and regional actions.

Country analysis of low-carbon vehicles shows increasing availability.

Example: UK Fleet 

Telematics installed to establish which routes / vehicles are right for transitioning to 
Electric vehicles (EV) - removes ‘range anxiety’ and has significantly reduced idling time.  

c.30% new UK car orders now EV.  

Environment
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Our ambition is to be at Net Zero carbon emission by the end of 2040

Leading ESG in Business Services.
* Accenture Report (June 2021), how the pandemic caused consumers to re-evaluate what’s important to them

Vigeo Eiris 

As at 31 May 2021

1st out of 103 
companies in 

Business Support 
Services.

23rd out of 4913 
worldwide 
companies



The S of ESG…
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PPE worth £2.5m donated to hospitals in India during H1

ESG is real in Rentokil Initial.

Shipment included coveralls, face masks, 

gloves, hand soap and sanitiser. 

+500 hospitals and frontline health workers 

- mix of customers and non-customers 

across India. 

Priority given to Covid Hospitals, many non-covid hospitals 
also received the PPE kits.

Lord Bilimoria, President of the CBI, said:

“It’s been so inspiring to see Rentokil Initial immediately 
come forward to supply critical PPE and sanitiser and help 
the people of India through this unprecedented crisis.”



Rentokil Pest Control: The world’s 

leading pest control company.



Rentokil Pest Control
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Strong business and supportive demographics

Strong demographic support.

Pest Control market growth of c.5% CAGR to 2025*.

✓ Global leader – number one in 54 of our 82 markets

✓ City focused strategy – density.

✓ Powerful brand and proven expertise

✓ Core strength in Commercial sector

✓ Outstanding technical training

✓ Leaders in digital technology and data

✓ Unmatched in Innovation

✓ Disciplined M&A - highly fragmented market

Demographic shifts are creating an older and wealthier 
global population – supporting our core customer groups 
eg food and beverage, healthcare.

About 140 million people are joining the middle class 
every year (Brookings Institution) - creating more 
consumers with more disposable income to spend.

By 2050, far greater number of consumers will be living in 
cities. More than 2 billion people will be older than 60 by 
2050, about 66% living in urban areas (U.N.)

Post Covid – desire to rebuild in ways that realise the true 
potential of cities – greener and healthier.

Powerful business.

Source: Allied Research, MarketsandMarkets, Coherent Market Insights, and company sources 



Rentokil Pest Control
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Core business has returned

@CERStrong H1 2021

H1 Ongoing Revenue: £975.9m +18.7%

H1 Profit: £170.3m +36.7%          

H1 Ongoing Revenue: NA +24.8%, Asia +13.3%, Pacific +11.3%, 
Europe +10.1%.   H1 Organic Revenue growth 8.5% (12.8% in 
Emerging markets,  7.9% in Growth markets). 

Strong growth from global customers, particularly FM, 
generating new revenue in +20 countries from each of four 
major international FM customers in H1. 

Q2 Ongoing Revenue +26.6% (Organic: 15.5%). Emerging 
markets growth in Q2 of 32.6% (Q1: 0.7%).

H1 margins: 17.5% (2020 15.2%, 2019 16.8%)

21 acquisitions with £106.7m annualised revenues (inc. EPS) –
cities include New York, Lyon, Memphis, Singapore and our                                  
first entry into the Canary Islands (£144m incl. Boecker).
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H1 Ongoing Revenue

2015-2021
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CAGR

15.4%

£976m

£822m

36

20% increase 
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Innovation drives profitable growth
Innovation is part of our culture

Growth 

• Leadership & brand

• Differentiation ahead of competitors

• Digital / technology expectations & reporting

Enhanced service to customers and support customer retention 

• Target key growth sectors e.g. rodents.

• Up-sell/cross-sell

Lower our cost to operate / building efficiency

• Digital and remote monitoring

• Longer life cycle of products

Boosting our sustainability credentials – further differentiation

In the UK, c.30% of 
Ongoing Revenues in 

Pest Control comes from 
our innovations        

(2019, 2020, H1 2021).



Innovation: Driving growth
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Lumnia

Entotherm

RADAR

Autogate

Fluorescent 
Tracking 
Gel

MultiMouse

Rat Riddance

Eradico

20212017

The Power Centre

Command Centre

2019 20202018

RapidPro

What’s next in the 
innovation pipeline?

CAPITAL MARKETS DAY
28 September 2021



Eradico, our latest and most sustainable
rodent control solution – launches in H2.

2020 saw a year-on-year rise of 12.4% in global rodent activity:
+5.5 million infested locations reported (RI Command Centre).  

Single, global solution: Eradico’s robust design withstands 
climatic extremes of -25°C to +50°C. Replaces +20 different local
units. 100% recyclable polymer - is 100% recyclable at the end of its 
long (5+ years) life. Plastics Recycling Awards Europe – finalist.

Lumnia Insect Traps - exceed 200,000 sales

First to develop LED range for commercial pest control.
Set a new standard for flying insect control.
Energy savings of c.70% and carbon reduction. 
Now available in c.60 markets.  
Range extensions launched for different customer sectors.
Over 200,000 units sold to date.

Innovative and Sustainable
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New rodent control unit set for launch



Innovative and sustainable
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PestConnect units in the field now exceed 200,000 – up 32% vs 2020

The world’s leading digital pest control platform providing an 

unmatched level of monitoring, reporting and insight for customers. 

Strong progress.

Internet-of-Things 24/7 
monitoring with alerts 

Protecting customers’ facilities with 
maximum effect. Instant alerts for rapid 

resolution.  

38% increase in new 
customer sites connected

PestConnect

Online tool for real-time 
insight, report and record

Total transparency on pest management 
and history of issues for customers – high 

quality reporting for audits. 

Used by over 95% 
commercial customers.

myRentokil

Tracks pest trends and 
identifies emerging risks

Consistent global, regional and local KPIs. 
Connects over 200 internal systems. 

Information when and where it’s needed.

Central hub for pest control 
data in over 50 countries. 

CommandCentre

PestConnect now available in 28 countries.

New markets include China and UAE.

“Data is the next big 
thing in Pest Control.”

CAPITAL MARKETS DAY
28 September 2021

In person meeting.



The 02 selects Initial Hygiene 

Officially appointed as the Specialist Hygiene Services Partner of London's The O2 in H1.
Central to this unique agreement is the installation of our VIRUSKILLER air purifier units at the venue. 
Installed units at The O2 in time for The BRIT awards.
As part of the partnership we will also be able to install a range of washroom products and services for visitors.

Initial Hygiene: The World’s leading 

Hygiene services business



High-quality business and strongly positioned.

Initial Hygiene
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The world’s leading Hygiene services business

H1 organic growth

4.8%

1.9%

Changing perceptions of Hygiene

The Covid-19 crisis has brought about a long-term 
change in attitudes towards the importance of 
Hygiene.

Consumers expecting more overt demonstrations 
of Hygiene: Many customer sectors eg hospitality 
and retail are introducing ‘Hygiene Ambassadors’ 
and ‘Clean Promise’ / ‘CleanProtect’ programmes.

Challenging flu season is also expected and will add 
a further layer of high-profile Government 
messaging about the importance of Hygiene. 

Strong Global Hygiene Business

✓ Leading positions in 22 of 65 markets (top 3 in 38)

✓ Powerful Hygiene brand and expertise

✓ Best product ranges

✓ Digital and data expertise

✓ The experts in density – route and product density

✓ Clear growth strategy – inside the washroom, 
elsewhere in premises and geographic footprint

✓ Disciplined M&A – city focused market



Initial Hygiene – the Core
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Core business has returned

Ongoing Revenue in core Hygiene increased by 9.3% with 
strong performances in Europe +10.6%, UK & RoW 
+11.3% and Pacific +14.0%.  

+9.0% Organic Revenue growth as core business returned. 
Q2: Ongoing Revenue +29.2%.

<4% of premises in temporary suspension in June 2021 vs 
+30% at the peak in April 2020.

Good performance in H1 2021 @CER

Ongoing Revenue: Core: £269.1m +9.3%

Ongoing Revenue: Disinfection £98.3m +105.9%
Total Hygiene £367.4m +25.0%

Ongoing Operating Profit*: £78.6m +59.9%
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* Including profit contribution from Disinfection



Disinfection Services
A massive success in 2020 – protected jobs and created value 
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Identified opportunity in March 2020, learning from China.

Launched in 60 markets. Won new business and created roles 

for 7,000 colleagues. Disinfection has served a great purpose. 

H2 2020 saw the peak of disinfection services (Ongoing Revenues of £173.6m), 
typically to customers who needed to keep their premises open during lockdown 
conditions such as distribution, supermarkets and food production. 

As we said at Q1, our plan assumes disinfection volumes and prices reducing materially 
from Q2 and leading to a significant unwind as the year progresses.

Customer need for disinfection has significantly reduced as crisis conditions have 
abated. H2 2021 revenues likely to be £10-20m. Meanwhile, core Pest Control and 
Hygiene revenues have returned strongly during H1.

Played a vital role in supporting those customers 

that needed to stay open during lockdown.

Disinfection was a great success.

Positive sign that our core business is back.



Growth Opportunities in Hygiene

Core Washrooms

Delivering our organic growth ambition 
of 4 - 6% over the medium term

At the CMD we will cover:

Core washroom proposition in 65 markets:
• What do we sell, where and to who.
• Density model – route based and driving GM from 

services per premise.
• Benefits from being a sister service to Pest.
• Financial performance pre-pandemic.
• How we can expand the category.

H1: 
From peak of +30% customer premises closures in April 
2020, now <4% (June 2021)
Q2 +29.2% Ongoing Revenue
Operational model performed very well.
9.0% organic growth in H1. 

Hygiene: 
The Next Pest Control.

CAPITAL MARKETS DAY
28 September 2021



Growth Opportunities in Hygiene

Inside Washrooms

At the CMD we will cover:

New products/services for inside washrooms:
• Expanding into new services to existing customers 

such Air Hygiene and Digital Washrooms Hygiene.
• New sales channels to existing Washroom 

customers – use of technology. 
• Range extensions eg No Touch dispensers.

H1:
Pilot of chatbot underway in UK
c. 20% increase in demand for No Touch units vs H1 2020 
and H1 2019 - meeting post pandemic needs of customers.

Delivering our organic growth ambition 
of 4 - 6% over the medium term



Premises Hygiene

At the CMD we will cover:

Opportunities outside of the Washrooms: 
• Expanding Hygiene into new areas such as indoor 

air hygiene for multiple locations from offices to 
retail. 

• Specialist hygiene services eg medical waste. 
• Aligning with the importance of wellbeing

H1: 
Air Hygiene: Good progress in H1 - UK and Asia in particular -
wide range of customers. +17,000 air purification units sold in 
H1 generating c.£3.2m revenue. 28 countries.
France – 4 pilots underway in H1 of Hygiene dispensers on 
public transport. 200 units installed. 

Growth Opportunities in Hygiene
Delivering our organic growth ambition 
of 4 - 6% over the medium term
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Extended footprint: 

New Markets

At the CMD we will cover:

Our expansion into new markets:
• Progress underway in the 20 new markets.
• Bringing our brand, range, expertise, experience 

and track record to new markets.
• Entry model for other new markets: Organic, 

synergies with Pest and M&A

H1: 
New markets moving from disinfection to focus on core 
hygiene services
US - first air hygiene and hand sanitiser units deployed
Germany – good progress and first large customer wins. 

Growth Opportunities in Hygiene
Delivering our organic growth ambition 
of 4 - 6% over the medium term
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At the CMD we will cover:

Our model for expansion through M&A:
• Market – scale and growth drivers.
• Where are we targeting?
• What’s the model in Hygiene?
• Scale of the pipeline?
• Density economics + IRR hurdle rates

Growth Opportunities in Hygiene
Delivering our organic growth ambition 
of 4 - 6% over the medium term

H1: 
Highly fragmented market.
Continue to build the size of the core Hygiene business 
through city-focused M&A. 2 deals in H1. 

Extended footprint: 

M&A



Protect and Enhance
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11% of group Ongoing Revenues

@CER

H1 Ongoing Revenue: £169.2m +4.6%

H1 Profit: £14.1m +80.5%

Return to growth in Q2

H1 Organic Revenue growth of 3.9%.

Ongoing Revenues improved from -12.3% in Q1 to 
+27.4% in Q2.  

All four businesses in P&E – Workwear in France, 
Property Care in the UK, Dental Hygiene Services and 
Ambius – returned to organic growth in Q2.

Temporary customer premises suspensions improved 
from c.5.5% in January 2021 to c.1% in June 2021.
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Protect and Enhance
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France Workwear

France Workwear – performance 

improved as lockdowns eased in H1.

H1 Ongoing Revenue: £82.0m +4.0%.
H1 Profit: £6.8m +180.3%

Despite the pandemic's significant impact on the French economy, our 
Workwear operation has achieved a solid performance in H1.

New customer agreements were up by 30% year on year, particularly in the 
Industrial sector.

Productivity improved by 2.7%, supported by an increase in delivered volumes of 
0.8%, despite the stricter lockdown of HORECA customers compared to H1 2020. 

Revenue per Kg continues to progress +4.3%.

In H1 the business deployed the Masternaut onboard vehicle technology 
allowing the roll out of an Eco Driving programme - delivering a 4.8% fuel 
consumption reduction over the period.



17 countries with leadership positions 
including North America, Netherlands, France 
& Australia. Experts in plants and wellbeing. 

H1 Ongoing Revenue: £61.2m -2.4%.
H1 Profit: £5.3m +20.8%.

Q2 Ongoing Revenue growth
of 16.8%  (17.3% in NA 
and 7.1% in Europe).

Launched SaniGreen in H1 -
‘no touch’ hand sanitiser and 
plant in single freestanding                             
unit. Built to be recycled and 
refurbished to prolong its life.

Protect and Enhance
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Smaller route-based businesses

Property Care Dental Hygiene

Returned to profitable growth.

Ambius

Property preservation service offering 
services across the UK.  All types of property 
damage incl. woodworm beetle infestations.

H1 Ongoing Revenue:  £12.3m +59.0%.                     
H1 Profit: £1.2m +195.4%.

Utilising shared digital expertise and joint                                                     
proofing work with Pest Control. 

Best brands and strong service.

Post pandemic demand supported by 
encouraging property market. Rightmove -
704,000 property sales went through to 
completion in June, the highest for a decade.

Dental waste management – for the 
compliant and safe storage, disposal and 
recycling of amalgam and other dental waste.

H1 Ongoing Revenue:  £6.7m +16.8%.
H1 Profit: £2.2m +19.5%.

c. 10,000 customers with operations in   
Europe and US.

Recycling facility in Sweden.

Post pandemic demand for dental services. 
The British Dental Association reported that 
c.20m dental treatments were not carried out 
last year compared to 2019.



Excellent M&A performance
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Increased target spend for full year

Excellent start to the year.
Delivering returns in line or ahead of our IRR hurdle rates.

# Deals:

North America Region:

Revenues:

Cash spend:

M&A Outlook:

24 acquisitions in H1 (17 in Q2). 
21 in Pest Control, 2 in Hygiene and 1 in Ambius

8 deals in NA (incl. EPS*) with £92.7m revenues in H1
EPS (15th in the US Top 100) – strong start in H1

Annualised revenues of £147.7m 
(including Boecker and EPS*) 

Actual cash spend in H1 £261.1m

Strong pipeline. Target spend for FY 2021 upweighted   
from around £400m to £450m-£500m.

* Includes the acquisition of EPS, completed 31/12/20 but paid in H1 2021.



Expansion in the Middle East
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Agreement with Boecker – a leading pest 
control service provider in the Middle East

Operations in the United Arab Emirates, Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan, Kuwait and Lebanon, plus Nigeria and Ghana, in 
line with our growth cities of the future strategy. 

Business is mainly B2B. 

Employs ~1,100 colleagues.  

Significant regional capability in sales, marketing and technical.

Opens up new opportunities in environmental health - germ control 
and food safety.

Annualised revenues of c. £37m. 

Attractive market – climate and high economic activity

54

High-quality Pest Control Business.

Creating the number one 
Pest Control company in the 

Middle East.

2019
Arena Pest Control, Jordan

Market leader

2018 
National Pest Control, UAE

Market leader
c. 180 colleagues

2017 
SAMES, Saudi Arabia

Market leader 
c. 400 colleagues
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H1 2021 Performance 
Strong organic growth and M&A execution

Ongoing Revenue growth: +18.3% to £1,512.5m (CER)
18.7% growth in Pest Control, 8.5% organic growth.
9.3% growth in Core Hygiene, 9.0% organic growth.
Organic growth in Q2: Pest Control of +15.5% and Hygiene of +29.0%. Lapping Covid-impacted quarter.

Ongoing Operating Profit growth: +55.4% to £215.9m (CER)
Growth in all major markets and categories.

Outstanding delivery of Free Cash Flow: £222m 
151% cash conversion.
Customer collections remain strong, no material escalation in bad debts or insolvencies.

Excellent M&A 
24 acquisitions: 21 in Pest Control, 2 in Hygiene and 1 in Ambius in H1. 
Agreement with Boecker - a leading pest control company in the Middle East.
Strong pipeline 
Upweighting full year M&A spend target from £400m to £450m-£500m.

Interim dividend of 2.09p per share - 38% increase on H1 2019



Q&A with management team
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A Q&A will start at 10.00am.

Please dial in to ask a question: 
020 3936 2999

Access code: 537792 

If you just want to listen, please stay on this webcast.
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